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Abstract

This report is concerned with human and automatic control functions in some current Scandinavian

ATC-applications. It is based on interviews with representatives from three Scandinavian rail operators

(DSB, NSB and SJ), on observations of train drivers' ATC-use on selected rail lines, and on a selection

of incident/accident reports. ATC-applications in Scandinavia serve two purposes, safety and efficiency.

Used as a safety system, ATC aims at preventing consequences of perceptual driver errors. A gain in

efficiency is obtained by the same type of equipment used, however, for exceeding the constraints on

information transfer associated with traditional railside signalling. The report discusses the impact of

ATC on the task of the human operator at different automation levels. As automatic train control is

expanded from serving safety to serving efficiency, the task of the train driver changes from continuous

train operation guided by railside signals to train operation guided by ATC-instructions. In order to

compensate for inherent weaknesses of ATC-equipment, control is occasionally passed from the

automatic equipment to the driver, and, for the same reason, train drivers are also sometimes required to

override automatic brake-interventions. Apparently, the need for human interventions and human control

have been somewhat neglected in the design of the current ATC-equipments. Thus, the cause of an

automatic brake intervention may not be obvious to the train driver. Moreover, train drivers operating

under ATC-surveillance may be unaware of the actual control-mode. In order to improve man-machine

interaction in future ATC-equipments, it is suggested that consideration should be given to the fact that

driving with ATC is a matter of joint control between a human agent and automatic equipment.

Therefore, the points at which control is passed from one agent to the other, should be identified and

driver actions required at those points should be specified. Moreover information required for avoiding

incorrect driver actions should be presented.
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Preface

This report is a result of a co-operative research project between VTI and ABB

Signal AB, founded by NUTEK.

The aim of the project was to create a knowledge base for improving the

requirement specification for a future automatic train control system (ATC-

system) with respect to man-machine interaction (MMI).

Preparatory steps towards working out a specification of MMI-requirements for -

ATC-systems were to map some pertinent MMI-problems in some current ATC-

systems. It was decided that a general frame of reference for MMI should be

outlined, and that the project should make use of Scandinavian rail operators'

experience of current ATC-applications and their MMI-problems.

Three Scandinavian rail operators (DSB, NSB and SJ) accepted an invitation to

participate in the project as a reference group.

Two rail operators, NSB and SJ, have extensive experience of the same type of

ATC system, including the so-called EBICAB driver panel, which is produced by

ABB Signal AB. The third rail operator (DSB) had less experience of ATC use on

mainlines. Apart from a different driver interface, the ATC system used by DSB

could also be used for continuous information transmission, while the system used

by NSB and SJ was solely designed for intermittent information transmission.

The present report is mainly based on interview-reports, observations of train

drivers in operation and statements made by the drivers, and on incident and

accident reports that were judged relevant to ATC.
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1 Background

The prospect of a European high-speed rail network has led to common standards

being planned for train guidance and control. The development of a standard for

automatic train control has been given high priority by European rail operators,

and at the end of 1994 a proposed driver interface (cab-signal) for the planned

ETCS (European Train Control System) was presented by a research group from

ERRI (European Rail Research Institute), (Rookmaker, 1994a;

Rookmaker,1994b). The aim of this research was to design an ETCS driver-

interface and it focused upon the way in which information should be presented to

the driver (Rookmaker et al., 1991).

While the ETCS project has been concerned mainly with "how" information

should be presented to European train drivers on high-speed, cross-border railway

lines with a high degree of train surveillance and with cab-signalling, the present

project was based on a less optimistic scenario for future rail traffic:

We reasoned that automatic train control might increase rather than reduce

variation in the way trains are operated and that a greater variation in the task of

train drivers could thereby be expected. Future train traffic, we assumed, could

comprise more transient as well as permanent variations in the degree of

automation. Permanent variations would be due to a difference in equipment

standard, while transient variations might result from technical insufficiencies

(error states) or temporary variations in technical surveillance due to maintenance,

repair or reconstruction of track or train equipment. Finally, we assumed that

future train traffic would comprise a wider variety of train types than current rail

traffic.

Under these conditions of train operation, the driver-interface should to the

greatest possible extent be able to account for the variation in the train drivers'

need for information due to the expected difference in the condition or mode of

train operation, which do affect the task of the driver.

The fact that the main lines in the three Scandinavian countries (Denmark,

Norway and Sweden) are equipped with two different types of ATC-equipment

and that the degree of surveillance differs considerably on Scandinavian main

lines supported our assumptions about a possible future scenario of the type

described above.
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2 Automation and human control

The fact that automation often causes MMI problems is generally acknowledged

and much research has been devoted to operator performance in technically more

or less complex systems. Most research has been related to technically advanced

work environments with a strong demand on safety such as process industry or

aviation, while in other areas automation is introduced without much concern

regarding its impact on the task of the human operator.

Automation obviously reduces the need for human action, and is often claimed

to facilitate human tasks. However, automation aims primarily at increasing

system efficiency. It replaces certain operator functions - those that can be

automated - while others - that cannot - are left for the human operator to

perform. The functions that remain for the human operator are often combined

with new task components. This, of course, changes the nature of the human task

and it is hard to neglect the fact that automation most often increases the demand

on human cognition, which is a core activity of human operators in complex

systems.

In his discussion of contemporary automation trends, Hollnagel (1994) states:

"The basic limitation of automation is that it can only be applied to functions

that are completely understood or can be completely described. The initial

tendency was to automate simple functions whereas functions more complex or

less well understood were leftfor operators to perform".

As automation proceeds, another pattern seems to develop. According to the

same author, functions of medium complexity can be - and are - often

automated, while very complex functions are still left to human operators - as

are sometimes even very simple functions since,

"...It doesn't pay to automate them..."

At present, much MMI research is concerned with management of control in

joint-control systems with a strong focus on the issue: "Situation awareness" (see

for example Human Factors, 1995), this focus of MMI-research strongly suggests

that identification of task requirements and detection of changes in control mode

are core problems for human operators in several joint-control systems.

2.1 Skill-based, rule-based and knowledge-based human

behaviour

Simple functions may be distinguished from complex and very complex ones by

the type and amount of information processing required for their performance.

This distinction is related to the well-known and widely accepted taxonomy for

human information processing introduced by Rasmussen (1974) ( see Figure 1).

10 VTI meddelande 783A
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Figure 1 The Rasmussen taxonomy ofhuman information processing at
different levels of behaviour regulation (Rasmussen, 1984).

The model emphasises the qualitative difference in the psychological

mechanisms underlying human behaviour. Skill or skill-based behaviour is

usually characterised as being data-driven, i.e. performed immediately and

efficiently without demands on attention and without conscious control by the

subject. Rule-based behaviour requires attention and is less smooth and efficient

than is skill-based behaviour. Rule-based behaviour, however, has the advantage

of being flexible, since it proceeds under attentional control by the subject.

Knowledge-based behaviour refers to problem solving, required in situations or

for tasks, for which a certain solution or way of acting is not given. Knowledge

based behaviour requires reasoning and is associated with heuristics rather than

algorithms.

The taxonomy presented above refers to the cognitive control underlying

human behaviour and differs considerably from specifications and models used for

describing technical control.

A recognised problem for designers of man-machine systems is the integration

of human and machine functions to a common conceptual framework in which the

two agents, the human and the automatic equipment, and the functional

relationship between them, can be captured. Requirement specifications relating to

the functions of control technique do not include specifications of requirements on

human control in the same system, and assessments of how the human and the

VTI meddelande 783A 11

 



automate should interact is thereby easily neglected. The task of the human

operator - if reflected upon - may be specified by listing the required human

interventions at least for special cases or certain system states, or requirements on

the performance of human operator may be given in common-sense terms, which

is in no way comparable with the elaborate and consistent multi-level

specification associated with the functions of technical control devices in that

same system.

2.2 Application of skill-based, rule-based and knowledge-

based behaviour to MMI

Recently, Wagenaar (1993) proposed a conceptual model by which the function of

the two agents, the human and the automatic equipment, is described in similar

terms. In planning or analysing joint-control in a man-machine system, he

advocates that it may be fruitful to use the same conceptual framework for

describing the functional requirements associated with technical and human

control respectively.

The proposed taxonomy for a general man-machine system follows the

Rasmussen model and is presented in Figure 3. In the figure, a black square

represents a machine function, while a line represents a function performed by the

human operator.

Waagenaar exemplifies the "type 6 system" with a Dutch automatic train

control system (the ATB system) and states:

"Type 6 systems appear at first highly undesirable: the operator is like a slave

who does all the dull work, while being controlled by an intelligent machine, who

takes over as soon as a problem is encountered.....A system that approximates this

situation is the modern railway system in which the driver does all the work, but is

constantly monitored by a machine. In the Netherlands an ATB-system (ATB

means automatic train influencing) monitors the train driver constantly. The

driver receives signals that require a selective choice reaction, but when the

driver fails to respond, the ATB cannot do more than an emergency stop. Hence

the machine part of the system lacks the properties of rule-based and knowledge

based systems.

12 VTI meddelande 783A
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Figure 2 Schematic presentation of levels of human and machine control in

a man-machine system. (Wagenaar, 1993). Lines represent

functions performed by the human operator. Black boxes represent

machine functions.

But the aspect of a machine strictly enforcing a narrowly defined behavioural

pattern upon the human component is definitely there. This system is generally

accepted; therefore I see no reason why in a case in which the safety of the whole

system depends critically on following rules, Type 6 systems should be rejected.

On the contrary, Type 6 systems may be among the safest man-machine

arrangements".

and he continues:

"In some countries Type 6 arrangements are illegal. One argument put

forward is that operators may either avoid too strongly the intervention of the

automate, and hence steer the system into opposite danger zones; or that

operators will rely on the system and let the automate take over all the time. The

example of the ATB disproves this: avoiding the intervention leads only to the

VTI meddelande 783A 13



desired behaviour, and the machine can itself not perform any of the normal

operations."

According to the description (correct or not) of the Dutch train control system,

it appears that it is based on one-way communication, which implies that man-

machine interaction can be left out of consideration, at least under normal

conditions of operation. Dutch train drivers must follow the instructions given by

ATB in any case of train operation, and control cannot be transferred from the

system to the train driver.

Apart from extremely high reliability, almost-automatic-train-operation in

which the driver only serves the system, however, requires complete predictability

of all possible events affecting the way a train should be operated. In order to

work safely, the control algorithm must account for all possible events occurring

in the entire rail-network. This would require numerous and complex algorithms,

and could also result in highly efficient train performance (see Yin & Sheridan,

1993). The weak point in a control system of this type - except possibly its cost

- is that in the event of a deviation from criterion values, the train driver cannot

intervene or take over control. In such cases transition to remote control is

probably necessary, and presumably - this would require human intervention.

2.3 Discussion of the Wagenaar model of a man-machine

system

The replacement of human cognition with machine intelligence, however, does

not imply that the machine functions are similar to human ones with respect to

their type and amount of information processing, as Wagenaar also notes:

"... the machine part of the system lacks the properties of rule based and

knowledge based systems".

Control technique that replaces human knowledge-based behaviour is seldom

based on heuristics. It does not test hypotheses and it does not reason from

incomplete knowledge. In fact, reasoning and hypothesis-testing should be

avoided as far as possible during operation of safety critical systems including the

driving of a train.

With respect to man-machine interaction, it may be more reasonable to

separate the type and amount of information processing performed by the control

technique from the type and amount of human information processing, performed

by the operator in the same task.

Systems that replace human skill-based behaviour, such as the "type 1 system"

in the model (see Figure 3) concern very simple/predictable conditions of

operation only, namely those functions for which algorithms are easy to specify

and quick to run. Although human skill-based behaviour is also fast and shows

similar signs of rigidity, it is not simple in the sense that it is easy to specify. In

fact, the information processes underlying human skills have proven extremely

difficult to simulate by computers. As these basic processes are not yet well

understood, skill-based behaviour is often described in fuzzy terms such as "tacit-

knowledge", "process-feel" and the like.

Apparently, skill-based human behaviour and simple control algorithms are

similar only in two ways, they are fast and they are susceptible to inappropriate

14 VTI meddelande 783A



control. Inappropriate machine control, however, is due to excessively simple

algorithms, while inappropriate human control is due to a low level of attention

associated with development of automatic information processing (see for

example Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977).

2.4 Man-machine interaction - reconsidered.

More important to man-machine interaction than whether machines that replace

human control use the same type of information processes, is whether and how

control is shared and passed between the two agents, the human and the automatic

equipment, in a system.

Apart from "reducing the human operator to serving the automatic

equipment", which is mainly an ethical question, very complex control algorithms

may prevent the human operator from developing complex skills during daily

work activities and in turn, from recognising the general rules for operating the

system. The operator thereby becomes unable to operate without the system. If

forced to operate the system, for instance in the absence of control technique, the

operator must act knowledge-based.

On the other hand, if the rules specified for automatic control systems are

insufficiently complex to capture the contextual variations in the system, such as

may be the case for a "skill-based machine" in the Waagenar model above, the

operation of the system may frequently require intervention by the human

operator. If a certain action is frequently demanded, the operator will perform that

action at a skill-based level, which means immediately and without conscious

control of the action. In situations with inappropriate technical control, both the

operator and the system operate at a low level of contextual control, i.e. with

inappropriate processing of contextual information.

In situations where rules for human performance are specified, it may seem

obvious that human behaviour should also proceed at the rule-based level.

Unfortunately, the mechanisms underlying human behaviour are blind to norms

but susceptible to experience. The cross-classification presented in Figure 3

illustrates the various possible combinations of the specified levels of control, i.e.

those that are required by a certain task, and the actual levels of cognitive control.

The figure suggests that human performance at each task level (strategic, tactical,

or operative) may be based on any level of cognitive control (skill-based, rule-

based or knowledge-based). The model has originally been developed for

capturing the features of human performance in road traffic (see Petterson, Harms

and Helmers, 1992 or Harms, 1991), but it certainly covers a wider scope of

operator tasks.

VTI meddelande 783A 15
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3 Automation of Train control

Until recently train movements have been controlled by human operators, guided

by railside signals and signposts. Train operation has basically been dependent on

human capabilities, competence and skills. The fact that train drivers sometimes

overlook or misperceive railside information has been a persistent problem in rail

safety, and tools that can prohibit perceptual errors or their consequences are

highly attractive.

The number of perceptual errors can be reduced by improving the instructions

given to a train driver during train operation, for instance by extending the time

period in which railside information is available or by replacing the traditional

colour-light combinations in railside signals with presentation of more elaborate

information-codes. However, changes in the duration or format of driver

information cannot remove the probability of perceptual errors completely

(Mashour, 1975).

While improvements in driver information reduce the probability of driver

errors, automatic control prevents their consequences. This is probably a reason

for higher priority being given to automatic control than to driver information in

contemporary rail traffic. However, if the control algorithm is too simple to

prevent frequent driver interventions, cognitive errors, caused by

misunderstandings, may replace the perceptual errors that were previously a major

threat to rail safety and which ATC should prevent.

3.1 State of the art

During recent decades automatic control systems of different kinds, based on

different techniques, provided with different functionalities and serving a variety

of purposes, have been introduced by most European rail operators (Rookmaaker

et al. 1991). ATC (automatic train control) is the common term for such facilities,

although each device has a name of its own.

Thus the concept "ATC" does not refer to a certain control system or to a

certain degree of automation, but to any kind of automation of the control of train

operation.

According to the nomenclature used in the European ETCS project (European

Train Control System), the term ATP (Automatic Train Protection) should be used

for systems that complement railside signalling and ensure that the train driver

follows given instructions (see also Figure 4). Thus, ATP does not actually reuire

a driver panel. ATC is, however, used for devices that allow the supplementing or

replacement of railside signals and therefore requires a driver interface, i.e. an

information-display, driver-panel or cab-signal.

VTI meddelande 783A 17
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Figure 4 Difference between ATP and ATCfunctions according to the

notion used in the ETCS project.

In Scandinavia, the term ATC is used more generally. Only NSB uses the term

ATS (automatic train stop) for its pure ATP application.
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3.1.1 The impact of ATC on the train driver

Ever since the introduction of ATC in the Scandinavian countries, the impact of

ATC on train driver performance has been discussed and terms such as "ATC

behaviour" or "ATC dependence" are sometimes used when referring to a wide

variety of unexpected and unwanted driver actions. The terms might indicate

MMI-problems. However, apart from a few pilot projects (Svensson, 1979,

Ohlsson 1991 and Harms (in preparation)), no research on the actual occurrence of

"ATC-behaviour" or "ATC dependence" has been carried out.

According to the above mentioned reports, ATC is a widely accepted and

highly appreciated tool among both Swedish and Danish train drivers, but the

previous pilot studies also point out some MMI-problems. These are mainly

related to - what are experienced as - unnecessary brake interventions, spurious

display indications, and discrepancies between railside signals and ATC-display

indications. Disturbances in the train driver's attention have also been reported:

The ATC display diverts attention from railside signals. Acoustic alarms,

technical errors and unexpected brake interventions divert attention and interrupt

the train driver's information processing. Moreover, one report (Svensson, 1979)

mentions that train drivers may not always be aware of the actual equipment

standard or implications of more or less temporary changes in equipment standard.

3.2 Interviews with representatives from DSB, NSB and SJ

The general aim of the present research project was to create a knowledge base for

improving the requirement specification for future ATC-systems. It was decided

to use three different sources of knowledge for the identification of future needs

and to present MMI-problems in Scandinavian ATC-system. These were:

e Rail operators' present experience and future plans for new ATC-

applications,

e Train drivers' experience of advantages and disadvantages of current ATC-

applications and

e -Available accident/incident reports of relevance to ATC-applications.

Interviews with representatives from the three rail operators, who had agreed to

contribute to the project, were conducted as open conversations guided by a

checklist. Immediately after an interview, a written report, based on statements

made by each group of representatives, was sent to the representatives for

correction or approval. After some corrections the interview reports were

approved by the representatives. Each group of representatives also provided the

project group with additional written information about their ATC-system. This

material was used as a reference for writing the interview reports. In general, the

interviews with the rail operators seemed to confirm the possibility of a future

scenario, similar to the one outlined for the research work.

All the operators were reluctant to make reinvestments in new ATC-

equipment, and there were no plans to install ETCS equipment within the near

future. The operators appeared more attracted by the idea of different equipment

standards than to that of a unitary equipment standard: They found it important to

judge the need for equipment on a certain railway line prior to choosing

equipment standard.

VTI meddelande 783A 19



Two operators (NSB and SJ) had basically the same ATC-system, which was

used both on main lines and in mass transit, but the two operators had chosen

different degrees of train surveillance. NSB had chosen to apply ATP-functions,

although a higher degree of surveillance was planned for some new railway lines,

built for high-speed traffic. Swedish system applications cover a wider range:

ATP functions, being originally in focus, had been up-graded to complete

surveillance of train speed on most Swedish main lines, and lately further

expansions, focusing on more efficient train operation on high-speed main lines,

had been introduced. On some local lines in Sweden with sparse traffic and very

old signalling facilities, train operation based on radio-blocks and pure cab,

signalling were also being installed.

The third rail operator, DSB, used a system with continuous information

transmission in mass transit but had refrained from installing a similar system on

main lines, due to negative experience of the costs of this system. The need for

dense train traffic on some rail lines and for train control in station areas, was

acknowledged by DSB, and the Danish ATC has facilities for complementing

intermittent information transmission with continuous transmission.

Since the rail operators had plans for reinvestments in new ATC-facilities,

demands on a new system could not be specified. Instead, a list of important

features of the present ATC system was identified by analysing user statements.

Cross-border traffic was mentioned as a specific problem, and the proposed

solutions to this problem, at the time of the interviews, were either to duplicate

ATC-equipment, to use front-end techniques also driver education was

considered necessary for cross-border traffic.

3.2.1 Important features of ATC

The important features of the present systems as mentioned in the interviews

were:

e Variable equipment standard. This demand was related to the need for a

high degree of surveillance on some railway lines with dense traffic and

high speeds. This standard, however, was found both unnecessary and too

expensive to install on several local railway lines.

e Intermittent rather than continuous information transfer (from track to

train). One operator (DSB) had long experience of continuous information

transfer in mass transit, but had refrained from installing a similar

equipment on main lines, due to the cost of this equipment. However, the

same operator found it necessary to equip some main lines with extremely

dense traffic with facilities for continuous information transfer.

e ATC facilities should suit railside signals and current signalling

philosophy. This was due to the gradual development of ATC-facilities,

and implies that railside signals would be able to serve as an emergency

system in the event of major technical errors or train movements with

unequipped trains.
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e ATC should serve safety as well as efficiency purposes. The safety gain

considered a necessary condition for driving at high speed or with high train

density on existing tracks, for which the dimensioning of traditional railside

signalling was a hindrance.

3.2.2 Degree of Surveillance

The interviews also resulted in identification of basically four different degrees

of surveillance:

e Surveillance of maximum train speed is an inherent system function in

trains provided with equipment and is used in the absence of track-

equipment and for fall-back modes i.e. failure of information transmission

between track and train equipment

e Surveillance of signals at danger (Norwegian ATP).

e Surveillance of maximum track speed or "complete surveillance"

(Swedish ATCI).

e Surveillance with efficiency gains, which implies that the control

algorithm incorporates more than two block sections (Danish ATC and

Swedish ATCII),.

The four types of surveillance account solely for train movements. It was a

recognised problem that with intermittent information transfer from track to train

it is hard to obtain a satisfactory surveillance of train movements after a train stop.

3.2.3 Types of trains and train traffic

Inferring from the interview reports, adjustment of ATC to freight trains is

particularly difficult. Due to the tardiness of those trains, a highly developed

driving skill is needed to operate them. Apparently, the ATC brake also interferes

more often with train drivers' activity in this train type than in other train types.

Another problem associated with freight trains is the immense variation in train

properties, which makes it difficult for train drivers to verify the correctness of

train data or the brake algorithm appropriately. The risk of entering erroneous train

properties into the ATC-system was considered a threat to traffic safety.

In mass transit with tight time schedules, short distances between stations and

elaborate driver routines, intermittent information transfer is an identified

problem, in particular at the arrival at and departure from stations. In contrast,

some Scandinavian local lines are equipped with low standard equipment, since

complete speed surveillance would require large investments in track equipment.

These lines are local lines with sparse traffic and much vertical and horizontal

curvature. Apparently, a low equipment standard may be preferred to a higher one

in some cases, while in other cases more comprehensive surveillance is found

necessary.
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3.2.4 The driver interface

The two different driver interfaces (see Figure 5) differ considerably in their

design. However, both consist of a panel for entering train data and an interactive

display, with visual representation of maximum speed and target speed. Distances

to targets are represented visually on one panel while the other panels lacks such

facilities, the corresponding information is then given acoustically. The interactive

part of the driver panel is used in situations where the driver is presented with

options, or required to respond to information given by the system.
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Figure 5 The two driver interfaces, the EBICAB panel used by NSB and SJ

(upper) and the Siemens driver panel used by DSB (lower).
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Information presented on the current driver interfaces consists of :

e System state - both error states and low degree of surveillance are

indicated by acoustic alarms. In the event of transition to a lower degree of

surveillance, panel information is reduced. For instance, if the system cannot

provide information on speed, the panel shows a number of horizontal lines

instead of speed information.

Driving instructions, which are mainly given in terms of speed limits,

current maximum speed and target speed. The speed instructions refer to

railside signals or signposts.

Driving instructions, which replace railside information. This

information is particularly important to obtain safety gains on main lines

with high-speed traffic.

Information support for correct deceleration to a target-(speed). This

information is given by acoustic signal in the EBICAB panel. The other

panel has two facilities for representing distance, the bar at the left side

(showing distance to the next signal) and the pointer at the speedometer

periphery (showing the required deceleration).

The main problems identified by rail operators to the train drivers'

understanding of ATC-information are:

The implication of different types of ATC-errors (technical errors). A

number of different error states indicated by acoustic alarms. These are

track-equipment insufficiency, train-equipment insufficiency and transient

transmission errors. Each error mode is accompanied by an error-code that

must be reported to the traffic control centre. This error-code, however,

carries no information of relevance to driving.

Priority between railside information and ATC-information. The

general rule is that railside signals have higher priority than panel

information, but there are exceptions. These exceptions are (mostly) cases

where the ATC-panel provides a driver with a less restrictive speed

instruction than the signal indication could.

Changes in degree of surveillance. Apparently, it is hard for a driver, used

to a certain type of ATC-surveillance, to keep in mind that ATC-

surveillance is temporarily absent or degraded. In such situations, the driver

panel does not show the same amount of information as in the usual cases.

Apparently "absence of ATC-information" is insufficient for keeping in

mind the fact that the level of surveillance is low.

Instructions referring to more than one target are also a problem. Target

speed is sometimes calculated on the basis of both a variable information

point (a signal) and a fixed information point (for instance a signpost), the

resulting speed instruction is not too transparent to the driver. Although this

does not increase risk, it may lead the train driver to write an error report,

since they take the indication for a technical error.
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3.3 In-cab observations of ATC use on selected railway

lines

Information about train drivers' actual use of ATC was acquired by observing train

drivers driving different types of trains on different types of railway lines. The

observations were performed on railway lines with dense traffic and continuous

information transfer, in this case the rail line from Copenhagen to Hoeje Taastrup,

the "mountain line" from Oslo to Bergen and mass transit in Oslo city. In addition

to observations in real traffic, a train simulator was used for presenting the

information codes of the EBICAB interface in some selected driving situations.

3.3.1 Mountain line (Oslo - Bergen)

Most Norwegian railway lines, including the ones observed, are provided with

ATP only, which requires the train driver to look for external information.

Indications on the driver panel are used sparsely, and at speeds >70 km/h

Norwegian train drivers were, with one exception, the Finse tunnel, guided solely

by railside information. During driving, one train driver was observed to

spontaneously make a calibration of the ATC-system to the conventional

speedometer. This, he found, was necessary since the two speed indications came

from different sensors. A difference between the two independent devices, the

ATC-system and the speedometer, he explained, might result in either reduced

safety or inconvenient brake interventions.

The sound volume was also adjusted to the lowest level since the train drivers

found acoustic alarms both disturbing and unnecessary. The driver instructor

pointed out the need for extended surveillance of some tunnel departures with a

dramatic difference between the permitted speed in the relatively straight tunnel

section and the section following the tunnel. This, he found, could lead to

dangerous situations if the driver was inattentive for just a short moment. Due to a

technical error in the ATC train-equipment, the return journey from Bergen to

Oslo proceeded without ATC-surveillance. Apparently, this was hardly noticed by

the train driver, since looking out for railside signals was the main task both with

active and inactive ATP. However, for safety reasons, NSB recommends that two

train drivers be present in the cabin in this mode of train operation, and the state is

to be reported to the traffic control centre.

3.3.2 Mass transit (Oslo)

Apart from ATP, a specific "retardation device" was used for assisting the drivers'

braking when stopping at mass transit stations in Oslo. This device is considered

at great help by the train drivers, since, as was explained, the time schedule and

the short distances between stations make it extremely demanding and stressing to

operate in mass-transit, and automatic retardation for stopping at stations was then

a great help.

3.3.3 Main line with dense traffic (Copenhagen - Hoeje-Taastrup)

For efficiency reasons, the main line between Copenhagen and Hoeje-Taastrup is

equipped with continuous information transfer. This is obtained by means of

cables, by which signal indication can be extended and continuous information

transfer to the ATC-system accomplished. This implies frequent shifts of ATC

speed instructions and also frequent "release speed" invitations to the train drivers.
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This increases efficiency, but it also requires train drivers to continuously pay

attention to the ATC-interface and to adjust driving speed frequently if another

train is followed at a short distance. Danish train drivers, being used both to longer

block-sections and to observing railside signals only, found this way of driving

both demanding and frustrating.

The effect of intermittent information transfer (transmission without cables)

and dense traffic was to have been observed at the mainline between Copenhagen

and Elsinore. Unfortunately, traffic control problems prohibited dense traffic on

this line during the observations, and method of operating in dense traffic with

intermittent information transfer therefore could not be included in the observation

report. According to both expert- and driver statements, the intermittent

information transfer on this line is a severe limitation to obtaining the intended

traffic density (1.e. passenger service) on this line.

3.3.4 Train simulator observations (Mjolby)

In the train simulator, a demonstration of primarily all types of "drive 40"

instructions appearing in the ATCII system was given. Examples of these are:

"00", "40", "AL", "oo" depending on the target to which the instruction refers. The

different formats of this instruction strongly suggest that train drivers are supposed

to use the specific code for anticipation, i.e. that the simple speed instruction

based on target speed and maximum speed is found insufficient. Since the speed

"40" is allowed even when driving on pure sight distance, the relevance of an

elaborate code for this instruction was discussed and also train drivers, knowledge

about the specific implications of the codes was questioned, as was also, the pre-

indication, "OP", for target speed. This indication was related to ATCI functions

and efficient driving. It indicates a signal at danger somewhere beyond the next

block section. The problem with the "OP" indication, as it was explained, is that it

is a fuzzy driving instruction, since it carries no information on how the driver

should act, just that (s)he should be alert. Train drivers presented with this

indication frequently or for an extended time period might get used to considering

it irrelevant and not be alert to a possible shift in this pre-indication to "00". This

would not increase accident risk but would decrease the drivers' possibility of

avoiding an emergency-brake intervention.

3.4 Accident reports

Both the number and the way accident and incident files were presented differed

between rail operators:

DSB had only limited experience of driving with ATC, as ATC-test phase was

not finished by the time for the interviews. By consulting an accident register,

containing both more and less severe derailments and collisions for the 5-year

period from 1989-1994, an expert being interviewed judged for certain that ATC

would have prohibited 2 out of 28 derailments and 7 out of 22 collisions.

The fact that a stepwise introduction of rail equipment had taken place at NSB

and that ATC use had not been mandatory made it difficult to judge the safety

effects of ATP, but it was mentioned that a collision had resulted in higher priority

of ATP-installations on that specific rail line. A number of incidents had occurred

in mass-transit and the experts were worried about them. The incident scenarios

comprised high speed when approaching a certain switch, eliciting an ATC-brake
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intervention. Probably, being unaware of the reason for the brake intervention

more than one train driver had interrupted the brake intervention and simply

continued to drive. Presumably the train drivers had taken the brake intervention

for some kind of system error.

SJ delivered a total of 15 accident/incident reports to the project. Of these,

seven had occurred prior to the installation of ATC and it was judged that these

could have been avoided if ATC had been installed at the time of their occurrence.

Eight accident reports mentioned some, more or less direct, influences from ATC

on the accident/incident sequence. Five of these accidents had occurred while

ATC, for one or another reason, was inactive. Two accidents, of which one was

related to erroneous entry of train data to the ATC-system, were caused by

insufficient (automatic) brake interventions, and one accident was related to

erroneous interruption of a brake intervention by a train driver.

3.5 Discussion of user experiences

The user experiences seem to confirm the presence of a complex future scenario in

Scandinavian railway traffic: ATC-applications cover a wide range of control

functions and both permanent and transient variations in the degree of surveillance

were identified. Thus, even with the same ATC-system, the application to a

certain signalling tradition may not favour cross-border traffic too much, since

train drivers using the system must also be familiar with application standards and

national conventions for train operation.

The first question concerning the specification for MMI requirements is

whether a single MMI requirement specification is sufficient for covering the

range of man-machine-interactions required for managing the variety and mixture

of ATC applications presently used in Scandinavia. The fact that train operators

insist on differentiating equipment standards and on adjusting ATC to national

conventions suggests that the application of the system is of decisive importance

to its function and in turn to the task of the train driver. Should one and the same

ATC-system by its design account for all possible ATC-application standards?

3.5.1 Inherent problems

An inherent problem in ATC-systems based on intermittent information transfer

is that they are adjusted to train movements on lines and are less well suited to

also planned train stops, for instance at stations. On those occasions, control must

either be transferred to the driver or the system algorithm must deal with critical

time gaps.

Apparently, ATC is also better suited to some train and traffic types than to

others. As it appears, freight-trains require highly developed driving skills, and

with this train type automatic control often interferes more with the train driver's

judgement of "good driving performance".

The necessity of providing train drivers with the possibility to interrupt brake

interventions is another inherent problem in the current ATC-application.

Although this may not necessarily be a safety problem it presents a paradox: The

driver controls the system that controls the driver, that ... etc. The need for

frequent driver interventions may also influence the drivers' attitude towards the

system and even their way of coping with it. It can hardly be ignored that the

drivers' way of coping with ATC is important both to train safety and to
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efficiency. The immediate and unreflected brake interruptions that have led to

incidents and accidents in Norway and Sweden, are difficult to understand without

assuming that frequent unnecessary brake interventions are experienced by train

drivers. Reasons for unnecessary brake interventions are not necessarily technical

errors or too sparse transmission points they may also include poor calibration (see

page 25) or erroneous entry of train data (see page 30). After a brake intervention,

ATC continues to control speed, but the speed level under surveillance after a

brake intervention varies considerably.

Apparently, identification of and discrimination between different degrees of

surveillance is a major problem for train drivers. This, however, is a safety

problem only in transition from a higher to a lower degree of technical

surveillance as this takes place the interface ceases to transfer information to the

driver. Despite this and despite acoustic alarms, reduced surveillance may either

remain unidentified or unattended to by the train driver. The "black-out" of

information on the entire panel is apparently insufficient for train drivers either to

bear in mind that the degree of surveillance is low or to identify the required

maximum speed.

In the EBICAB driver-panel, currently in use in Norway and Sweden, the

presentation of driving instructions (speed instructions) has apparently been given

priority over information to the driver in situations where no speed instructions

can be given and the driver must then control train movements without guidance

from ATC. On such occasions, the driver is presented with colour-lights or

acoustic alarms. These carry little information on how to cope with the situation.

In the event of train-equipment error, a continuous, powerful acoustic alarm is

activated and the train driver must de-activate the ATC after consultation with the

traffic control centre before continuing.

The different types of brake intervention are accompanied neither by

information about their cause nor by explicit instructions to the driver on how to

continue after the intervention. These "instructions" have to be retrieved from

memory or found in driver manuals.

Apart from presenting train drivers with driving instructions in normal driving

situations, the driver panel is actually used for presenting the driver with

information on changes in control-mode, i.e. surveillance status. However, the

information codes used when the control-mode changes are far from instructive.
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4 The driver task at different levels of automation

The demands on the driver to take over control are related to a variety of driving

situations, for instance,

e a brake intervention, requiring the driver to take over control from the

system,

e when the system passes into an error state,

e when the surveillance standard degrades, due reduction in track equipment,

and,

e after a train has been brought to a stop (on the line or at a station).

While it seems obvious that each level of automation changes the task of the

train driver, it is less obvious whether the driver's task is more or less demanding

and whether the driver's way of acting becomes more or less important to train

operation at different automation levels.

The usual distinction between automatic train stop, ATP simple automatic train

control, ATC and advanced automatic train control ATC (for safety and

efficiency) refers to different levels of automation due to application standard.

4.1 ATP - Automatic surveillance of signals at danger and

other dangerous points on the railway line

The safety function of ATP is associated with the automatic brake, which is

designed to compensate for erroneous driver actions due to perceptual errors i.e.

prevent train drivers from passing a signal at danger. The application of an

automatic brake intervention on such occasions may leave the impression that

safety becomes less dependent on the human operator, i.e. that erroneous driver

actions become less dangerous. What is sometimes ignored is that the automatic

brake must be released by the train driver and that the brake is not well suited to

most traditional railside signalling standards. This can be illustrated by an

example:

Approaching a block-signal with the pre-indication "at danger" requires the

driver to prepare for braking at the following main-signal and the ATC-system

controls that the retardation is sufficient during approach to this signal. If,

however, at sight distance to the main-signal, the driver observes a shiftfrom "at

danger" to "go", (s)he the will correctly proceed and prepare to pass the main-

signal. However, due to intermittent information transmission from the track to

the train, ATC will still apply a brake intervention, until an updating point has

been passed prior to the main-signal and the control algorithm is thereby

updated.

This problem may be (and is) to some extent compensated for by technical

solutions, for instance cables (DSB) or reduced distance between subsequent

information points (SJ). It may also be compensated for by rules, for instance by

accepting that train drivers can pass a signal set at danger at low speed. The latter

solution implies that the ultimate control is still left to the train driver, although

the driver is forced to approach some main signals that are not at "danger" at low

speed. This in turn influences driving efficiency.
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Efficiency is another reason for providing train drivers with the possibility of

interrupting brake interventions, as are regard to passenger comfort and

minimisation of wear and damage to wheels and tracks. Thus, in the event of a

brake intervention, the train driver is required both to act rapidly and to judge the

cause of the brake intervention, which is important for selecting a rule on how to

continue.

ATP requires the driver to enter train properties into the train computer. Pre-

programming is a possibility only for standard trains - and standard trains are

exceptions rather than a rule in rail traffic. Entering train data is apparently a

completely trivial task. However, according to user experience it represents an

opening towards new types of errors, in particular if the routine for entering data is

not designed appropriately. At present, data must sometimes be translated into

alternative values prior to being entered into the system. The entering of erroneous

train data may be due to the actions of other actors than train drivers: in any case,

the possibility of such errors is a threat to rail safety since the automatic brake is

then not adjusted appropriately during train operation. Routines for entering data,

which result in more restrictive surveillance, are about to be specified.

Unfortunately, this implies a threat to safety if the train driver should forget to

enter this code.

Thus, the presence of an automatic brake does not necessarily reduce the

demand on the driver's control of train movements nor the importance of the

driver's actions rather ATP implies that control can be passed between the human

agent and the technical one.

4.2 ATC for complete speed surveillance

The automatic brake, described above, is a core function at all levels of automatic

train control, as is the entering of train-data. The main difference between ATP

and simple ATC (in Scandinavia) is that ATC introduces complete speed

surveillance and provides the driver with speed-instructions at any moment of

driving.

In terms of control, the main difference between ATP and simple ATC (for

safety) is that the system controls speed more continuously and this of course

leads to major changes in the relationship between the train driver and the ATC-

system.

In terms of information processing, ATC represents enlargements of the driver

task, since the driver must take into account both railside signals and ATC speed-

instructions. With ATP, the train driver still operates on the basis of familiarity

with the railway line (so-called line knowledge) and with guidance from railside

information. ATC, however, forces the driver to adjust his/her operational activity

to the ATC brake-algorithm and unfortunately, this is not suited well to all train

types. Moreover, according to train drivers' judgements, the ATC-brake

sometimes also interferes with good driving performance. Good driving

performance is based on intelligent anticipation of the railway line and on driving

skill, and is characterised by smooth and efficient adjustments of speed.

ATC leaves less control to the driver in the normal driving situation than does

ATP, but it may be questioned whether it reduces the demand on the train driver.

In the first place, ATC requires delicate speed adjustments by the train driver in

order both to avoid brake interventions and to keep the timetable. In the second

place, to the extent that ATC is apparently not sufficiently reliable or that
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standards are not uniform, the driver must be prepared to attend to rail

information, although ATC-instructions are normally given precedence to these.

Thus, the train driver must attend to two different sources of information, rail

information and ATC instructions. Failure in adjusting driving performance to the

speed criteria set by ATC causes brake interventions and prohibits efficient train

operation. Failure in reacting to railside signals may leave the driver with no

driving instruction if a transmission error should occur at a transmission point.

Train drivers acting on the borderline of a brake intervention for efficiency

reasons may develop routines for unreflected interruptions of brake interventions

and perhaps ignore important shifts in control mode associated with some of

these. The ATC system may prevent the driver from exceeding maximum track

speed or maximum train-speed in those situations, but still the train driver may be

unaware of how to direct his/her attention in the particular situation.

4.3 ATC for safety and efficiency

Advanced ATC (for safety and efficiency) implies that the speed limitations

arising from limitations in the length of block-sections can be overcome by

incorporating more block-sections in the estimation of the required brake distance

and in turn influences the maximum speed of the train. This implies that

conventional railside signals are insufficient for speed guidance and the transition

to cab-signalling becomes necessary.

Cab-signalling implies that the train driver must receive instructions solely

through the cab-signal. The transition from railside information to cab-signalling

implies that guidance by railside information and line familiarity are replaced by

plain ATC-guided train operation. Cab-signalling may reduce the driver task to

serving the system, as outlined by Waagenar (see page 12-13), by carefully

following the speed instruction presented in the cab-signal.

Apart from designing cab-signal presentations in accordance with ergonomic

rules, the demand on reliable control technique increases considerably in the

transition from mixed to pure cab-signalling. In addition to the conventional

"'fail-safety" concept for rail technology, a concept for fall-back modes or

alternatively, transition to remote control, must also be defined. Reliable technique

and human reliability are often considered separate factors in system performance.

Reliable performance of the entire system, however, requires the two agents to be

combined in a way that makes the entire system safer, more reliable and efficient

than it would be if each agent was active alone.
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5 Discussion

The preceding analysis of the train driver's task at different automation levels

suggests that the main difference between the levels of automation is the way

human control is performed rather than the importance of human control.

Therefore, the design of the system must specify requirements on human control,

whether this is normally carried out within a narrow scope or on rare occasions. A

high level of automation level usually requires few control interventions by the

human agent, but since transfer of control to the human agent is sometimes

required, the control mode must be obvious to the driver.

5.1 Merging safety with efficiency purposes

Although the core-function of ATC is safety, the device is, to an increasing

extent, used also for efficiency purposes. ATP and ATC in Scandinavia are (or can

be) based on the same equipment. The difference in degree of surveillance is a

matter of the amount of track-equipment. This implies that the original purpose of

the system - the safety gain - has gradually been merged with another (not

necessarily conflicting) one - the efficiency gain.

Apparently, the application of ATC-facilities has not initially been based on an

elaborate analysis of how automatic train control, conventional railside signalling

standards and human control should be brought to interact in order to obtain the

desired gain in safety and efficiency respectively. Instead ATP was first

introduced to compensate for driver errors and was subordinate to conventional

signalling techniques, standards and philosophies. The first simple ATP functions

were introduced in order to control the driver, i.e. to prohibit him/her from passing

a signal at danger rather to control the movements of the train more

comprehensively. The two agents, the train driver and the ATC-system, were not

supposed to interact: they were supposed to work in parallel and thus ATC was

not thought to change the driver task.

In current Scandinavian ATC-applications, the principles for passing control

between the system and the train driver are a problem. Identification of the points

(occasions and locations) at which control is passed to or taken over by the train

driver becomes increasingly important in ATC-applications, since these are the

points where drivers need more information than a driving instruction. The

information given on such occasions should probably invite the driver to operate

at a rule-based level, since control is passed to the driver in deviating situations

that should be subjects to neither routines (skill-based behaviour) nor to educated

guesses (knowledge-based behaviour).

5.2 The handling of automatic brake intervention.

Inferring from the present research, a major problem at any automation level is the

function of the automatic brake. A brake intervention represents an overtaking of

control by the system and requires a take-back of that control by the driver.

Thereby a brake intervention is a point where control is passed between the two

control agents, the human and the automatic equipment.
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The problem with brake interventions can be outlined in the following points:

e The brake algorithm is calculated on the basis of the train-properties that are

actually entered to the system by the train driver. If erroneous train data have

been entered to the system by the driver, the brake may not function

appropriately and this may cause a degradation either in safety or efficiency.

e Sensors for speed measurement differ from the sensors used by ATC (at

least in some trains). Depending on the deviation between the different

speed registrations, brake interventions may be applied too early (often) or

too late. This may also cause a degradation in safety or efficiency.

e The automatic brake (also the service brake) brakes too hard for "service

braking". This implies that drivers strive to release the brake as quickly as

possible. This may not be a safety problem, unless the variety of brake

interventions requires the driver to reflect upon the cause of the brake

intervention before the brake is released. If (s)he reflects too long, this will

reduce efficiency.

e The automatic brake damages or wears the wheels and tracks. In order to

avoid this drivers try to take over the braking activity as quickly as possible.

e Due to the intermittent information transfer, the system may prevent drivers

from driving efficiently during periods when a brake algorithm cannot

updated. In order to gain efficiency, the driver may be invited or at least

allowed to release the brake and continue at a low speed.

e In the event of transmission errors, the driver is allowed to continue at a

certain speed (which is controlled) to the next information point, at which

speed algorithm is either updated or the system changes to train-surveillance

mode, which implies that train-speed is used for calculating brake

interventions.

The alternation between automatic brake interventions and the driver

interventions (in order to take back control) suggests that the current Scandinavian

ATC-systems are joint-control control systems and allocation, transfer and

sharing of control between the human agent, and the automatic control system

should be in focus both for design and application.

5.3 Coping with ATC-information

As the number and types of ATC functions increase, the train drivers' task and

also his/her need for information changes. Up to this point, Scandinavian train

drivers mainly use their conventional competence, driving skill and line

knowledge, for train operation, and their need for more information and other

types of information is mainly related to the ATC-system itself. This may give

rise to a number of questions related to the actual system performance, "'Why does

the system..... brake now/show this /howl?". The system does not answer these

questions explicitly, but the driver, knowing the safety instruction, the line and

how to operate a train is most often successful in making "educated guesses".
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Train drivers with this competence and used to sparse information and specific

information codes do not demand information from the system, that they are not

used to getting. They experience themselves as "in control" and as "responsible

for" the operation of the train, and take guidance from all available information,

including the driver panel. They experience difficulties with the system only to the

extent that the system disturbs them in their work. The need to enter train data into

the ATC system emphasises the joint-control aspect of ATC: the driver

determines the brake algorithm by entering data into the ATC-system. Apparently,

this problem is not often experienced/reported by train drivers, but reports on

trains proceeding with erroneous train-data, influencing the automatic brake

function, suggest that it may be a problem and a threat to rail safety. The condition

is not discovered by train drivers, who operate the train correctly.

Apparently, the need for presenting the train driver with driving instructions

increases as the degree of automation increases. With different equipment

standards, information on the current equipment standard is probably needed, in

particular at transition from higher to lower degrees of surveillance. In "normal"

cases, drivers might get used to a certain equipment standard, and contemporary

rail traffic based also on the driver's "line-knowledge". However, in cases of

transient disturbances or lack of line knowledge, the driver cannot be expected to

operate the train appropriately.

At the lowest automation level, ATP, the driver is mainly presented with

different types of alarms indicating deviating system states or other types of

warnings. Since alarms or warnings are not specific instructions, they should be

few, easy to discriminate and based on simple codes. Acoustic alarms direct

attention to the sound source, 1.e. the ATC system, which is, unfortunately, distant

from railside information. Acoustic alarms may thereby disturb the driver's

information processing. Since they have little value as driver guidance, acoustic

alarms either result in immediate, unreflected actions (skill-based behaviour) or

are hard to understand.

At higher automation levels, train drivers must receive more operational

instructions through the driver panel (cab-signal), although it may also still be

necessary to provide them with information on system state if error states are

frequent and equipment standard is allowed to change during driving. Such types

of information require elaborate codes since instructions must be fully understood

in order to be followed. Instructions must also be easy to distinguished from

information on control mode, options and the like - not necessarily on the driver

panel, but certainly in the "mind" of the driver.
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6 A concluding remark

It should not be forgotten that ATC-systems are widely accepted and even

appreciated both by train drivers and rail operators in Scandinavia. The aim of the

present project, however, was not to evaluate the benefits or cost of the different

system facilities, but to list experience of MMI-problems in order to account for

these problems in the design of future ATC-interfaces.

A somewhat unexpected result of the present project is the acknowledgement

of MMI as a matter far beyond the design of the driver interface. The interaction

between the train driver and the ATC-system is to a large extent determined by

the design of the core function of the ATC-system, train control. However, MMI

in ATC-systems is also important to the establishment of joint-control between

the automatic equipment and the operator.

In addition to the usual driver information, i.e. speed instructions, information

can be used to compensate shortcomings in the automatic control system due to

excessively simple control algorithms or unreliable performance of control

technique. Provided that information support is needed as a compensation for

insufficient technical control, a starting point of future MMI-designs for

automatic control systems could be identification of the points at which control

must be transferred to the human agent. The next step is to decide which of those

points could and should be removed by improving the automatic control algorithm

and which ones inevitably require man-machineinteraction. A consistent notation

for information codes should be designed with due regard to the train drivers'

proposed level of information processing (skill-based, rule-based, knowledge-

based) in those situations where it is found necessary or advantageous for train

operation to pass control between the human agent and the automatic equipment.

Introducing a new system or a new major functional change in an already

existing system changes the task of the operator. Although people rapidly get used

to new ways of operating, persistent problems may also develop. In the current

ATC applications MMI-problems are particularly related to the passing of control

between the human and the automate. Apparently excessively simple algorithms

in train control require nomerous interventions by the human operator. This

constitutes an unplanned joint-control system, in which transfer of control

between the two agents bend to become the core problem.

Whether improvements of the brake algorithm in ATC-systems or

improvement of driver information in situations where control is passed from the

ATC-system to the driver are most tractable and convenient in a future ATC-

system are empirical questions, which might find their solutions in subsequent

projects, for which the present work will hopefully be of some help.
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